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a b s t r a c t

Capillary hydrodynamic fractionation (CHDF) with turbidity detection at a single wavelength is an ana

lytical technique that is often used for sizing the submicrometric particles of hydrophobic colloids. This

article investigates three sources of errors that affect the particle size distribution (PSD) estimated by

CHDF: diameter calibration errors, uncertainties in the particle refractive index (PRI), and instrumental

broadening (IB). The study is based on simulated and experimental examples that involve unimodal and

bimodal PSDs. Small errors in the diameter calibration curve can produce important deviations in the

number average diameter due to systematic shifts suffered by the PSD modes. Moderate uncertainties in

the PRI are unimportant in the analysis of unimodal PSDs, but in the specific case of bimodal PSDs, errors

in the PRI can strongly affect the estimated number concentration of each mode. The typical IB correc

tion (based on the IB function estimated from narrow standards) produces slightly erroneous average

diameters but can lead to PSDs with underestimated widths and distorted shapes. In practice, the three

investigated sources of errors can be present simultaneously, and uncertainties in the average diameters,

the shape and width of the PSD, and the number concentration of the PSD modes are unavoidable.

© 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Chinese Society of Particuology and Institute of Process

Engineering, Chinese Academy of Sciences.

23

Introduction24

Polymeric colloids (or latexes) are obtained by emulsion,25

miniemulsion, microemulsion, and dispersion polymerization and26

are typically used in paints, inks, coatings, adhesives, etc. The27

particle size distribution (PSD) of a latex can strongly affect the rhe28

ological, mechanical, and physical properties of the final product.29

An accurate knowledge of the PSD is necessary not only for charac30

terizing the latex but also for understanding the physicochemical31

mechanisms that occur in the course of polymerization (Gugliotta,32

Clementi, & Vega, 2010).33
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fax: +54 0342 4511079.
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Capillary hydrodynamic fractionation (CHDF) is a simple and 34

relatively fast technique that is often used for estimating the PSD 35

of colloidal systems (DosRamos & Silebi, 1990; Silebi & DosRamos, 36

1989). In CHDF, the particles are first separated according to their 37

size in a capillary tube. Then, a turbidity detector (at a single wave 38

length) is used to estimate the number of particles in each eluted 39

fraction. Currently, Matec Applied Science (USA) is the only world 40

wide supplier of commercial CHDF equipment. 41

In CHDF, the particles transported by the carrier fluid exhibit 42

a typical parabolic velocity profile (i.e., maximum at the capillary 43

center and null at the capillary walls). The center of a spherical par 44

ticle of diameter D immersed in the carrier fluid is excluded from a 45

layer of thickness D/2 adjacent to the capillary wall (the exclusion 46

layer). As a consequence of the pseudorandom movement across 47

the capillary, the particles can experience only the carrier velocities 48

over a reduced crosssectional area far enough from the capillary 49

wall. Thus, smaller particles are affected by a thin exclusion layer 50

and experience lower average velocities. In contrast, larger parti 51

cles are affected by a wide exclusion layer and are dragged by the 52

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.partic.2014.02.007
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high velocity stream of the capillary center. In summary, larger par53

ticles are transported at higher average axial velocities than smaller54

particles, and a fractionation according to particle sizes is obtained55

(DosRamos & Silebi, 1990; Silebi & DosRamos, 1989).56

The CHDF measurement procedure consists of the following57

sequential steps: (i) the injection of a diluted sample of the particle58

dispersion; (ii) the injection of a marker solution (approximately59

60–120 s after the sample injection); (iii) the measurement of a UV60

signal at a single wavelength (�0); (iv) the numerical filtering of the61

noisy UV signal to improve its signaltonoise ratio; and (v) the cal62

culation (at discrete times, ti) of the baselinecorrected fractogram,63

�(ti). The marker is a small molecular species (e.g., sodium dichro64

mate) that elutes at a high time, tm. This value is used to calculate65

the relative rate of transport of the particles through the capillary66

and to correct for undesired flow variations.67

The ordinates of the discrete number PSD, f(Di), represent the68

number fraction of particles contained in the diameter interval69

[Di,Di + 1D] (i = 1, . . ., N), where 1D is a regular partition of the70

D axis. In principle, all particles of size Di elute at a common time,71

ti, and the relative elution time, Ri, is defined as (DosRamos & Silebi,72

1990):73

Ri =
tm

ti
. (1)74

Then, the Ribased fractogram, �R(Ri), is obtained from �(ti), as fol75

lows:76

�R(Ri) = �(ti)
1

∣

∣dRi/dti

∣

∣

= �(ti)
1

tm/t2
i

, (2)77

where the factor (tm/t2
i

) corrects the ordinates of �(ti) due to the78

nonlinear transformation of Eqf1). Then, f(Di) is calculated as fol79

lows (Bohren & Huffman, 1983; DosRamos & Silebi, 1990):80

f (Di) =
kf�R(Ri)

Qext[�0, nm(�0), np(�0), Di(Ri)]D
2
i (Ri)

1

dDi(Ri)/dRi
, (3a)81

where the particle extinction efficiency, Qext[�0, nm(�0), np(�0),82

Di(Ri)], is calculated through the Mie scattering theory (Bohren &83

Huffman, 1983) and represents the light extinction (at �0) caused84

by a spherical particle of diameter Di and particle refractive index85

(PRI) nP(�0), with the particle immersed in a medium of refractive86

index nm(�0); Di(Ri) is the calibration curve that assigns a relative87

elution time Ri at a given diameter Di; and dDi(Ri)/dRi is used to88

correct the ordinates of �R(Ri) for the nonlinear transformation89

involved in the first factor of the righthand side of Eq. (3a). The90

normalization factor kf was included to ensure
∑

f(Di) = 1. Note that91

the calculation of Qext requires knowledge of nP(�0), which is only92

available for a small number of materials. Some methods for esti93

mating the real and imaginary components of nP(�0) of colloidal94

dispersions are available (see, e.g., Lechner, Colfen, Mittal, Volkel,95

& Wohlleben, 2011). In practice, however, the PRI of polystyrene96

(PS) is often used when nP(�0) is unknown, and this approach can97

lead to meaningful errors in the estimated PSD.98

As an alternative to a numberbased PSD, a volumebased PSD99

can also be derived. In fact, a discrete volume PSD, v(Di), represents100

the volume fraction of particles contained in [Di,Di + 1D]. Bearing101

in mind that v(Di) ∝ f (Di)D
3
i
, then Eq. (3a) can be rewritten as:102

v(Di) =
kv�R(Ri)

Qext[�0, nm(�0), np(�0), Di(Ri)]/Di(Ri)

1

dDi(Ri)/dRi
, (3b)103

where the factor kv ensures
∑

v(Di) = 1. As a consequence of104

the implicit nonlinear transformation given by v(Di) ∝ f (Di)D
3
i , the105

shapes of f(Di) and v(Di) are significantly different when the size106

distribution is broad or multimodal (e.g., a small number fraction107

of large particles can produce a large volume fraction because large 108

particles are more strongly weighted by D3
i

in the volume PSD). 109

Eqs. (3a) and (3b) indicate that the raw measurement in a CHDF 110

experiment with single turbidity detection cannot be considered 111

as intrinsically representative of a number or volumebased PSD. 112

In fact, in both cases, the raw measurement must be corrected not 113

only by the Mie extinction effect (Qext D2
i

or Qext/Di) but also by the 114

slope of the calibration curve (dDi/dRi). The importance of a proper 115

Mie correction for estimating accurate PSDs has been reported in 116

the measurement of latexes through analytical ultracentrifugation 117

with turbidity detection (Lechner et al., 2011). For simplicity, in 118

what follows, only number PSDs will be considered. 119

The usual procedure for obtaining the calibration curve Di(Ri) 120

involves the injection of J narrow standards of known diameters 121

D̄j (j = 1, . . ., J), and their relative elution times Rj = tm/tj are arbi 122

trarily assigned at the peaks of the fractograms. The calibration 123

curve Di(Ri) is obtained by fitting the pairs {D̄j, Rj} with a known 124

function, typically a polynomial or a sigmoid function, as follows: 125

Di(Ri) = knRn
i + kn−1Rn−1

i
+ · · · + k0, (polynomial calibration) 126

(4) 127

128

Di(Ri) = K3 −
1

K2
ln

(

K1

Ri
− 1

)

. (sigmoid calibration) (5) 129

The main advantages of the CHDF technique are as follows: (i) a 130

PSD can be obtained in a few minutes after injection (e.g., 20 min); 131

(ii) high efficiency for identifying multiple modes; and (iii) sim 132

ple operation, even for poorly trained users. However, CHDF also 133

exhibits important drawbacks: (i) it is a relative technique (i.e., 134

a diameter calibration is required); (ii) the PRI must be approxi 135

mately known; and (iii) the width and/or shape of the estimated 136

PSD can be erroneous due to an inaccurate instrumental broaden 137

ing (IB) correction. 138

The IB is an important cause of imperfect resolution in CHDF 139

and can strongly affect the estimation of narrow PSDs or multi 140

modal distributions with narrow modes. The IB is a consequence 141

of the finite injection volume and detection cell volume, the non 142

uniform parabolic velocity profile in the capillary, and the Brownian 143

motion of the particles, which affects their axial displacements 144

(DosRamos & Silebi, 1990). Due to IB, a single species of diame 145

ter Di will exhibit a range of elution times instead of a single ti. 146

As a consequence, the measured fractogram �m(ti) is wider than 147

the ideal IBfree fractogram �(ti), thus producing an estimated PSD 148

with an overestimated width. The discrete and linear mathematical 149

model that relates �(ti) and �m(ti) is given by DosRamos and Silebi 150

(1990), as follows: 151

�m(ti) =
N∗
∑

i∗=1

g(ti, ti∗)�(ti∗), (6) 152

where ti* (i* = 1, . . ., N*) is the discrete elution time corresponding 153

to the ideal IBfree fractogram, and g(ti,ti*) is the normalized IB 154

function (IBF), i.e.,

N∗
∑

i∗=1

g(ti, ti∗) = 1. 155

Eq. (6) can be used to correct the IB provided that g(ti,ti*) is 156

known. In the more general case, the IB correction includes the fol 157

lowing steps: (i) estimating g(ti,ti*); (ii) inverting Eq. (6) to obtain 158

the corrected (IBfree) fractogram, �c(ti), from �m(ti) and g(ti,ti*); 159

and (iii) obtaining the estimated PSD, fc(Di), from �c(ti) and Eqs. (2) 160

and (3a). The key step (i) normally assumes that a set of J monodis 161

perse standards of known diameters D̄j (j = 1,. . ., J) is available. 162

Then, g(ti,ti*) is obtained by interpolation of the J fractograms �m
j

(ti). 163
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Unfortunately, strictly monodisperse standards are currently not164

commercially available, and only a crude estimation of g(ti,ti*) is165

possible.166

The numerical inversion of Eq. (6) can be implemented through167

different methods (Gugliotta, Vega, & Meira, 1990). The iterative168

method proposed by Ishige, Lee, and Hamielec (1971) is often169

used, and the corrected fractogram in the rth iteration is calculated170

through:171

�c
r (ti) =

�m(ti)
∑N∗

i∗=1
g(ti, ti∗)�

c
r−1

(ti∗)
�c

r−1(ti), (r = 1,2,3,. . .) (7)172

with �c
0
(ti) = �m(ti). Convergence of Eq. (7) is reached when its173

denominator tends to the measured fractogram �m(ti). As a conse174

quence of the unavoidable measurement noise, highly oscillating175

solutions are typically obtained at high values of r. For this reason,176

the iterative procedure is normally truncated after a few itera177

tions. Note that a wrong kernel g(ti,ti*) will distort the shape of178

the estimated fractogram.179

Several authors have utilized CHDF to size colloidal systems. For180

example, DosRamos and Silebi (1990) utilized CHDF to estimate181

multimodal PSDs of PS latex. In their work, the estimated average182

diameters were different from those obtained by transmission elec183

tron microscopy (TEM), but the shapes of the PSDs were acceptably184

recovered. Miller, Venkatesan, Silebi, Sudol, and ElAasser (1994)185

and Erdem, Sully, Sudol, Dimonie, and ElAasser (2000) success186

fully used CHDF to monitor the size and stability of submicrometer187

oil droplets in miniemulsions. Miller, Sudol, Silebi, and ElAasser188

(1995) used CHDF to monitor the PSD of a PS latex during miniemul189

sion polymerization, and their results were in good agreement190

with estimations obtained by TEM. Jung and Shul (2003) employed191

CHDF to estimate the PSD of zeolites during crystallization reac192

tions. The estimated PSDs were acceptable when compared with193

those obtained by TEM and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).194

Chu, Graillat, Guillot, and Guyot (1997) and Elizalde, Leal, and Leiza195

(2000) compared different techniques to measure the PSD of uni196

modal and multimodal latex samples. The former showed that197

sedimentation of the samples followed by dynamic light scattering198

(DLS) of the multimodal latexes provided PSDs comparable with199

other fractionation techniques (e.g., field flow fractionation and200

CHDF). However, the authors observed that the results depended201

on the polymer system and the particle size. Elizalde et al. (2000)202

blended submicrometric PS standards to produce bimodal and tri203

modal samples, and the performances of CHDF, DLS, and a disk204

centrifuge photosedimentometer (DCP) were assessed in terms of205

the determination of the two or three modes present, the accuracy206

of the average diameter of the peaks, and the number concen207

tration of each mode, compared with the known amounts used208

in their preparation. The authors concluded that CHDF was the209

best technique for multimodal samples, followed by DCP and DLS.210

In their study, only samples of known PRI were analyzed. More211

recently Mariz, De La Cal, and Leiza (2010, 2011) used CHDF to mea212

sure the evolution of PSD during the seeded semibatch emulsion213

polymerization of methyl methacrylate, butyl acrylate, and acrylic214

acid (MMA/BA/AA). The goal was to produce latexes of high solids215

content with low viscosity. To achieve this goal, an innovative poly216

merization strategy was proposed that required the production217

of a bimodal latex with a welldefined particle size and number218

concentration of each mode. Finally, Mariz (2011) found that the219

PSD obtained by CHDF when using the PRI of PS was misleading.220

In fact, CHDF provided acceptable average particle size values for221

each mode, but their relative number concentrations were highly222

erroneous.223

Although CHDF has been used extensively to estimate the PSD224

of colloids, its main drawbacks have not yet been discussed in225

the literature. In this work, the impact of the main sources of 226

errors when analyzing the PSD of a colloid by CHDF is investigated. 227

First, numerical simulations are implemented to investigate the 228

influences of the diameter calibration, the PRI, and the IB on the 229

estimated PSD. Then, motivated by the highly challenging problem 230

of characterizing the bimodal latexes often required to produce 231

high solids content latexes (Mariz et al., 2010, 2011), a bimodal 232

sample prepared by blending two latexes of MMA/BA/AA is ana 233

lyzed in commercial CHDF equipment. The raw fractogram is used 234

to estimate the PSD, and the errors in the average particle sizes 235

and the number concentration of each mode are determined by 236

comparison with TEM and DLS measurements. 237

Analysis of errors in CHDF through numerical examples 238

Consider two number PSDs, f1 and f2, for submicrometric PS 239

particles. The PSDs are discrete, with ordinates given at intervals 240

of 1D = 1 nm (Fig. 1(a)). The PSD f1 is unimodal and exhibits an 241

asymmetrical NormalLogarithmic distribution, given by: 242

f1(Di) =
1D

Di�NL

√
2p

e

[

−[ln(Di/D̄NL)]
2

/2�NL
2
]

, (8) 243

with geometric average diameter D̄NL = 85 nm and standard devi 244

ation �NL = 0.15. The PSD f2 is bimodal and was obtained by 245

combining two NormalLogarithmic distributions, f2,1 and f2,2, 246

with a relative number concentrations of cn,1 = 85% and cn,2 = 15%, 247

respectively, with D̄NL = 100 nm and �NL = 0.1 for f2,1, and D̄NL = 248

300 nm and �NL = 0.05 for f2,2. The two modes are indicated with 249

(1) and (2) in Fig. 1(a). 250

The fractograms were simulated through Eqs. (1)–(3a). The non 251

linearity of the term QextD2
i
(Ri) in the denominator of Eq. (3a) is 252

shown in Fig. 1(b). Assume a “true” calibration Dt
i
(Ri) as obtained 253

from Eq. (5) with K1 = 1.968, K2 = 0.0029, and K3 =−4.749 (Fig. 1(c)). 254

The simulated IBfree fractograms �R,1(Ri) and �R,2(Ri) (Fig. 1c) were 255

obtained by substituting f1, f2, and Dt
i
(Ri) into Eq. (3a). Then, the 256

fractograms �1(ti) and �2(ti) of Fig. 1(d) were obtained from �R,1(Ri), 257

�R,2(Ri), and Eqs. (1) and (2), with a typical marker time tm = 960 s. 258

In contrast to Fig. 1(a), note the following: (i) mode (2) of �R,2(Ri) 259

is larger than mode (1), due to the influence of QextD2
i
(Ri) in Eq. 260

(3a); and (ii) mode (1) of �2(ti) appears at higher times, as a conse 261

quence of the inverse relationship in Eq. (1). Due to these nonlinear 262

transformations, the fractograms are not proportional to the PSDs, 263

and therefore, the UV detector cannot be considered as an absolute 264

detector of the particle number. 265

In what follows, the influence of calibration errors, uncertainties 266

in the PRI, and inaccurately corrected IB are studied. To evaluate the 267

quality of an estimated PSD (f̂ ), the following variables are defined 268

(the symbol ‘̂’ indicates an estimated value): 269

D̄
f̂
=

∑N

i=1
Di f̂ (Di)

∑N

i=1
f̂ (Di)

, (9a) 270

E
f̂
(%) =

[

∑N

i=1
[f̂ (Di)− f (Di)]

2

∑N

i=1
f (Di)

2

]1/2

× 100, (9b) 271

ĉn,k(%) =

∑N

i=1
f̂2,k(Di)

∑N

i=1
f̂2(Di)

× 100, (k = 1, 2) (9c) 272

where D̄
f̂

is the numberaverage diameter of f̂ , E
f̂

(%) is a percentage 273

index error that quantifies the deviation between the estimated and 274

true PSDs, and ĉn,k is the percentage concentration of the mode k 275

(k = 1, 2) of f2. 276
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Fig. 1. Basic simulation data: (a) PSDs, f1(Di) and f2(Di); (b) term QextD
2
i (Ri) in the denominator of Eq. (3a); (c) “true” sigmoidal calibration Dt

i
(Ri) and timerelative fractograms,

�R,1(Ri) and �R,2(Ri); and (d) fractograms, �1(ti) and �2(ti). The modes associated with the bimodal PSD f2(Di) are indicated by (1) and (2).

Sensitivity of the PSD estimate to calibration errors277

In practice, the diameter calibration obtained from narrow278

standards is inaccurate because: (i) standards are polydisperse,279

(ii) only a limited number of standards is available, (iii) uncer280

tainties in the peak diameters of the standards are unavoidable,281

and (iv) the fractograms are affected by IB. Therefore, only282

an approximate diameter calibration D̂(Ri) is obtained, and the283

PSD estimate will exhibit deviations with respect to the true284

value.285

To simulate a typical calibration procedure, consider the set286

of J = 7 narrow PS standards of Gaussian PSDs, fG,j(Di) (j = 1, . . .,287

7), with peak diameters D̄G,j (nm): {40, 100, 200, 350, 500, 750,288

800} and standard deviations �G,j (nm): {7.5, 10, 12.5, 12.5,289

12.5, 15, 15} (Fig. 2(a)). The corresponding fractograms �G,j(ti) of290

Fig. 2(b) were calculated from Eqs. (1)–(3a) on the basis of Dt
i
(Ri)291

(Fig. 1(c)), with tm = 960 s, �0 = 220 nm, nm(�0) = 1.3869 (for pure292

water; Bohren & Huffman, 1983), and np,PS(�0) = 2.1051 + 0.21008i293

(Inagaki, Arakawa, Hamm, & Williams, 1977). The fractograms294

�G,6(ti) and �G,7(ti) are almost superposed as a consequence of the295

reduced resolution of CHDF at low elution times.296

The calibration curve ˆ̃Di(Ri) of Fig. 2(c) was estimated by fitting297

the pairs {D̄G,j, Rj} (indicated by crosses) through a fourthdegree298

polynomial (Eq. (4)], where Rj was assigned to the peak of the299

jth fractogram. Uncertainties in the standard diameters were sim300

ulated by adding to D̄G,j a zeromean Gaussian random error of301

standard deviation of 2.5% (as typically observed in the specifi302

cation of commercial standards). Differences between ˆ̃Di(Ri) and303

Dt
i
(Ri) are close to ±25 nm in the middle fractionation range and304

reach almost 40 nm at high Ri values.305

Consider now the effect of the calibration errors on the esti306

mated PSDs ˆ̃f 1 and ˆ̃f 2 (Fig. 3(a) and (b), which were obtained by307

processing �R,1(Ri) and �R,2(Ri) of Fig. 1(c) with the calibration ˆ̃Di(Ri)308

of Fig. 2(c), through Eq. (3a). Important shifts in the estimated PSDs309

are observed (Fig. 3). The PSD f1 as well as each mode of f2 show310

meaningful errors in the estimated diameters; however, only small311

deviations in the estimated number concentration of each mode of312

f2 were obtained (Table 1).

Sensitivity of the PSD estimate to uncertainties in the particle 313

refractive index 314

An important drawback when estimating the ordinates of a PSD 315

by CHDF is that the PRI nP(�0) must be known to calculate Qext in 316

Eq. (3a). To evaluate the influence of only uncertainties in the PRI on 317

the estimated PSDs, consider in what follows the simulated PSDs 318

f1 and f2 of Fig. 1(a) with the “true” calibration Dt
i
(Ri) of Fig. 1(c). 319

Assume that the particles exhibit a refractive index 15% higher than 320

PS at �0 = 220 nm; i.e., nP(�0) = 1.15np,PS(�0) = 2.4209 + 0.2416i. The 321

corresponding fractograms (not shown here) were simulated by 322

substituting f1, f2, and the correct PRI, nP(�0), into Eq. (3a). Then, 323

from these fractograms, the estimated PSDs f̂ ′1 and f̂ ′2 (Fig. 4) were 324

also obtained with Eq. (3a) using the erroneous PRI of PS, np,PS(�0). 325

The main results are summarized in Table 1. 326

The error of +15% in the PRI produced (Fig. 4 and Table 1) the 327

following: (i) an almost negligible effect on the estimated unimodal 328

PSD f1; (ii) negligible errors in the average diameters of f1 and the 329

modes of f2; and (iii) meaningful errors in the number concentra 330

tion of the modes of f2 (note that the estimated mode at large 331

Table 1

Simulated examples: average diameter (D̄f , in nm) and error index (E
f̂
, in %) for

the PSDs estimated by CHDF. For the bimodal PSD f2 , ĉn,k represents the estimated

number concentration (in %) of mode k (k = 1, 2).

Source of error f1 f2

f2,1 f2,2

None (true values) D̄f /cn,k 86.0/– 101/85.0 300/15.0

E
f̂

– – –

A: Calibration

errors

D̄
f̂
/ĉn,k 75.8/– 91.7/86.4 310/13.6

E
f̂

59.0 47.6 49.3

B: Uncertainties in

PRI

D̄
f̂
/ĉn,k 85.0/– 100/89.7 301/10.3

E
f̂

5.15 7.55 31.7

C: Presence of IB D̄
f̂
/ĉn,k 89.1/– 104/84.2 301/15.8

E
f̂

47.0 34.0 98.0

A + B + C D̄
f̂
/ĉn,k 78.2/– 93.4/92.1 312/7.90

E
f̂

74.6 53.8 80.0
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Fig. 2. CHDF Calibration with seven PS standards: (a) PSDs of the standards fG,j(Di)

(j = 1, . . ., 7); (b) fractograms of the standards �G,j(ti); and (c) “true” [(Dt
i
(Ri))] and

estimated [ ˆ̃Di(Ri)] calibrations obtained by fitting the pairs {D̄G,j, Rj} (indicated by

crosses).

diameters exhibited a concentration error of approximately 30%332

with respect to the true value). In addition, in several practical333

applications, errors greater than 15% in the PRI are possible, and334

therefore, larger errors in the estimated relative concentrations of335

multimodal PSDs could be expected.336

Sensitivity of the PSD estimate to instrumental broadening337

To evaluate the effect of the IB on the estimated PSD, consider338

a uniform (or timeinvariant) IBF g(ti,ti*), modeled through Gauss339

ian distributions of standard deviations equal to 6 s (not shown340

here). The IBfree fractograms of the simulated calibration stan341

dards �G,j(ti), j = 1, . . ., 7 (Fig. 2(b)) were affected by the uniform IBF342

through Eq. (6), and broadened fractograms �m
G,j

(ti) were obtained343

(Fig. 5(a), solid lines). Fig. 5(b) compares the IBfree (solid lines)344

and the broadened fractograms (dashed lines). As expected, the345

narrower fractograms were more affected by IB.346

According to the typical approach, the broadened fractograms347

�m
G,j

(ti) were used to estimate the timevariant IBF ĝ(ti, ti∗), which348

was assumed to be represented by a set of Gaussian functions of349

standard deviations �g(ti). The values of �g(ti) were obtained by350

Fig. 3. Effect of the calibration error by comparison of the true PSDs (f1 and f2) with

their estimates (ˆ̃f 1 and ˆ̃f 2) on the basis of ˆ̃Di(Ri) of Fig. 2(c).

fitting a thirddegree polynomial to the standard deviations of 351

�m
G,j

(ti), as shown in Fig. 5(c). (The crosses in Fig. 5(c) represent the 352

standard deviations of �m
G,j

(ti) placed at the times corresponding to 353

their peak values.) The estimated IBF is represented in dashed lines 354

in Fig. 5(a). As a consequence of the data treatment procedure, the 355

estimated standard deviations �g(ti) are greater than the true value 356

(6 s). Fig. 5(a) shows that the measured fractograms are similar to 357

their local IBF estimates. 358

Considering the simulated PSDs f1 and f2 (Fig. 1(a)), their cor 359

responding IBfree fractograms �1 and �2 (Fig. 1(d)), and the 360

Fig. 4. Effect of the uncertainties in the PRI by comparison of the true PSDs (f1 and

f2) with their estimates (f̂ ′
1

and f̂ ′
2
) obtained on the basis of an erroneous PRI.
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Fig. 5. Effect of IB in CHDF: (a) estimated IBF ĝ(ti, ti∗), calculated from

the fractograms of the standards �m
G,j

(ti); (b) comparison of IBfree �G,j(ti)

and broadened �m
G,j

(ti) fractograms of the standards; (c) estimated standard

deviation of the IBF �g(ti), adjusted through a thirddegree polynomial:

�g(ti) = 70.597−0.3133ti + 5.082×10−4ti
2 −2.568×10−7ti

3 .

timeinvariant IBF g(ti,ti*), Fig. 6(a) and (b) compares �1 and �1 with361

the broadened fractograms (�m
1

and �m
2

) obtained through Eq. (6)362

and with the IBcorrected fractograms (�c
1

and �c
2
) obtained through363

Eq. (7) with ĝ(ti, ti∗) of Fig. 5(a) after 50 iterations (a higher num364

ber of iterations produced large oscillations in the estimates). The365

IBcorrected fractograms are narrower than the true ones because366

ĝ(ti, ti∗) was broader than ĝ(ti, ti∗). Fig. 6(c) and (d) shows the cor367

rected PSDs f̂ c
1

and f̂ c
2

obtained through Eqs. (1)–(3a) from �c
1

and �c
2
.368

As expected, the estimated PSDs are narrower than the true ones.369

Due to the overcorrection of the IB and the errors introduced370

in the numerical inversion (Eq. (7)), the corrected PSDs f̂ c
1

and f̂ c
2

371

were distorted and shifted toward larger diameters. Despite such372

large distortions, the average diameters were only slightly over373

estimated, and the number concentration of each mode of f2 was374

accurately estimated (Table 1).375

Combined effects of calibration errors and uncertainties in PRI376

and IB on the PSD estimate377

In practical applications, calibration errors and uncertainties in378

the PRI and IB simultaneously affect the estimated PSD. Consid379

ering the PSDs f1 and f2 (Fig. 1(a)) with np(�0) = 1.15np,PS(�0), at380

�0 = 220 nm, Fig. 7(a)and (b) shows (i) the IBfree fractograms � ′
1

381

and � ′
2
, obtained through Eqs. (1)–(3a), with tm = 960 s and the382

true calibration Dt
i
(Ri); (ii) the broadened fractograms � ′m1 and � ′m2 ,383

Table 2

Experimental example: average diameters (D̄
f̂
, in nm) and number concentrations

(ĉn,k , in %) of each mode of the estimated PSDs with TEM and with CHDF using the

PRI of PS, np,PS , and the measured PRI, n̂p (when assuming a negligible absorption at

220 nm). Average diameters obtained by DLS: 66.0 nm for L1 and 279 nm for L2 .

fLX,1 fLX,2

TEM D̄
f̂

67.9 290

ĉn,k 98.2 1.8

np,PS D̄
f̂

51.4 258

ĉn,k 91.9 8.1

n̂p D̄
f̂

49.6 241

ĉn,k 99.1 0.9

obtained through Eq. (6) from � ′
1
, � ′

2
, and g(ti, ti*); and (iii) the IB 384

corrected fractograms � ′c1 and � ′c2, obtained through Eq. (7) with the 385

estimated IBF, ĝ(ti, ti∗) (Fig. 5(a)). From � ′c1 and � ′c2, the estimated IB 386

corrected PSDs ˆ̃f
′

1
c and ˆ̃f

′

2
c in Fig. 7(c) and (d) were obtained using 387

the erroneous calibration ˆ̃Di(Ri) and the erroneous PRI np,PS(�0). 388

Note that the widths of all PSDs were underestimated. Additionally, 389

the number average diameters and the number concentrations of 390

both modes of f2 were erroneously estimated (Table 1). 391

Analysis of an experimental sample 392

This section analyzes the impact the studied sources of 393

errors might have when evaluating the PSD of polymer latexes 394

with unknown PRI in CHDF equipment. To this effect, a 395

copolymer was synthesized by seeded semibatch emulsion 396

copolymerization with the following monomer weight composi 397

tion: MMA/BA/AA = 49.5%/49.5%/1%. Two latexes (labeled as L1 and 398

L2) with different average particle sizes and unimodal distributions 399

were obtained. Both latexes were blended by adding 40% in weight 400

of L1 and 60% of L2 (prepared by gravimetry) to yield a bimodal PSD 401

latex, LX. Then, the latex LX was analyzed in a CHDF 2000 (Matec 402

Applied Sciences) instrument and the previously described data 403

treatment was applied to estimate the PSD. 404

For comparison purposes, the PSDs of modes L1 and L2, i.e., 405

fL1 and fL2 were separately estimated by TEM using an FEI Tec 406

nai G2 20 Twin electron microscope at 200 kV. Latex samples were 407

adequately diluted and stained with 0.5% aqueous solution of phos 408

photungstic acid, and a drop of the stained sample was placed on 409

a copper grid covered with formvar (polyvinyl formal, Fluka) and 410

left in the refrigerator at 3 ◦C. Then, fL1 and fL2 were estimated by 411

counting more than 500 particles, and the “true” PSD of latex LX, 412

i.e., fLX, was simply calculated by properly weighting fL1 and fL2 413

according to their weight fractions (40% and 60%, respectively). The 414

TEM estimated f̂ TEM
LX exhibited two modes, f̂ TEM

LX,1 and f̂ TEM
LX,2 (Fig. 8(a)), 415

with percentage number concentrations cn,1 = 98.2% and cn,2 = 1.8%, 416

respectively (Table 2). Additionally, the average diameter of modes 417

L1 and L2 were estimated with DLS using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano 418

instrument, yielding 66.0 and 279 nm, respectively, which are close 419

to the TEM estimates (Table 2). 420

Fig. 8(b) presents the fractograms of a set of seven calibration 421

standards (with diameters estimated by DCP: 40, 51, 62, 86, 108, 422

206, and 348 nm). From the fractograms of Fig. 8(b), the polynomial 423

calibration curve of Fig. 8(c) was obtained by Eq. (4) (n = 4). Addi 424

tionally, the same fractograms were utilized to estimate the IBF, as 425

it was previously described in ‘Sensitivity of the PSD estimate to 426

instrumental broadening’ section. Finally, Fig. 8(d) compares the 427

measured fractogram �m
LX with the corrected fractogram �c

LX calcu 428

lated with Eq. (7) via 10 iterations (a higher number of iterations 429

produced erroneous spurious modes in �c
LX). From �c

LX, the corrected 430

PSD f̂ c
LX in Fig. 8(a) was obtained on the basis of Eqs. (1)–(3a), the 431
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Fig. 6. Effect of the errors in the IB: (a) and (b) IBfree (�1 , �2; solid lines), broadened (�m
1

, �m
2

; dashed lines) and corrected (�c
1
, �c

2
); dotted lines) fractograms corresponding

to the true PSDs (f1 , f2); (c) and (d) true (f1 , f2; solid lines) and estimated (f̂ c
1

, f̂ c
2

; dotted lines) PSDs obtained from the corrected fractograms.

calibration curve of Fig. 8(c), and the erroneous np,PS(�0). The aver432

age diameter and the number concentration of each mode of f̂ c
LX433

were calculated (Table 2).434

Table 2 and Fig. 8(a) indicate that f̂ c
LX exhibits considerable devi435

ations with respect to the TEM estimate. The average diameters436

of the modes fLX,1 and fLX,2 deviate around 17 and 31 nm, respec437

tively. These differences can be attributed to an erroneous diameter438

calibration or an inaccurate IB correction. On the other hand, the439

number concentrations of both modes of LX were also erroneously 440

estimated: ĉn,1 = 91.9% and ĉn,2 = 8.1% (instead of 98.2% and 1.8%, 441

respectively). This result could be due to important differences 442

between the true PRI of the sample and the PRI of PS used for 443

performing the estimation. 444

To obtain an improved PSD estimation, the PRI was exper 445

imentally measured with an attenuated total reflection (ATR) 446

refractometer, following the approach given by Hass, Münzberg, 447

Fig. 7. Effect of the combined errors: (a) and (b) IBfree (� ′
1
, � ′

2
; solid lines), broadened (� ′m1 , � ′m2 ; dashed lines), and corrected (� ′c1, � ′c2; dotted lines) fractograms corresponding

to the true PSDs (f1 , f2), with a PRI 15% larger than PS, at �0 = 220 nm; (c) and (d) true (f1 ,f2; solid lines) and estimated (ˆ̃f
′
1

c, ˆ̃f
′

2
c; dotted lines) PSDs.
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Fig. 8. Experimental example: (a) PSDs estimated by TEM (f̂ TEM
LX

, vertical bars) and by CHDF (f̂ c
LX

, dotted lines) with IB correction; (b) fractograms of the calibration standards

(nominal diameters: 40, 51, 62, 86, 108, 206, and 348 nm); (c) estimated diameter calibration; and (d) measured �m
LX

(ti) and IBcorrected �c
LX

(ti) fractograms.

Bressel, and Reich (2013), at the wavelengths 469, 705, 778,448

840, 906, 935, 960, and 982 nm. The corresponding PRI were449

1.48930, 1.47816, 1.47646, 1.47530, 1.47425, 1.47384, 1.47350,450

and 1.47322 (personal communication with Dr. Oliver Reich,451

innoFSPEC, Physikalische Chemie, Institut für Chemie, Universität452

Potsdam, Germany). By assuming a negligible absorption of the453

acrylic copolymer at the UV region, the PRI at 220 nm was estimated454

by fitting a seconddegree Cauchy polynomial to the measured455

data, yielding n̂p = 1.5628. Then, the estimated number concen456

trations of the modes were improved, whereas the corresponding457

average diameters were slightly deteriorated (see Table 2). The458

observed deviations with respect to the true values obtained by459

TEM can be attributed to the hypothesis of nonabsorbing particles460

and also to extrapolation errors caused by the Cauchy polynomial461

(Gugliotta et al., 2010).462

To reinforce the idea on the errors introduced by the calibration463

procedure, consider that the average diameters of the calibra464

tion standards measured by DLS were 43, 56, 63, 93, 115, 211,465

and 385 nm, which differ from the previously mentioned values466

obtained by DCP (deviations of up to 10% are observed). Thus,467

uncertainties in the nominal diameters of the employed standards468

could have caused large errors in the diameter calibration (as469

shown in the theoretical analysis of ‘Sensitivity of the PSD estimate470

to calibration errors’ section).471

Conclusions472

PSDs obtained by CHDF are highly sensitive to uncertainties in473

the diameter calibration, the PRI, and the IB. For instance, small474

errors in the diameter calibration can produce large deviations in475

the average diameters and in the shape of the estimated PSDs.476

Additionally, for bimodal PSDs, calibration errors also affect the477

estimated number concentrations of the modes.478

The estimation of unimodal PSDs is minimally affected by uncer479

tainties in the PRI; therefore, the use of the wellknown PRI of480

PS is acceptable. However, in multimodal PSDs, errors in the PRI481

can seriously affect the estimated number concentrations of the 482

modes. 483

Uncorrected IB always leads to PSDs with overestimated widths, 484

and even though it is not shown in this work, this effect is 485

more notorious for narrow PSDs of large diameters. The width 486

of the IBF estimated from the calibration standards was over 487

estimated; therefore, PSDs with underestimated widths were 488

obtained due to the overcorrection of the IB. Additionally, the 489

IB correction procedure can distort the shape of the estimated 490

PSDs. 491

In practice, calibration errors and uncertainties in the refractive 492

index and IB are simultaneously present, and important deviations 493

in the shape, width, average diameters, and number concentrations 494

(in multimodal distributions) of PSDs are observed. For instance, 495

when using the erroneous PRI of PS in the experimental example, 496

an error greater than 20% was observed in the estimated average 497

diameter of a mode in comparison with the TEM and DLS measure 498

ments. Additionally, the estimated number concentration of the 499

mode with smaller fraction was more than four times greater than 500

that obtained from the gravimetric and TEM measurements. This 501

last error diminished when using the experimentally determined 502

PRI. 503

Even though the results shown in this work were obtained 504

for CHDF, similar analyses can be conducted for fractionation 505

techniques requiring calibration, employing single wavelength tur 506

bidity detectors, and exhibiting IB, for example, hydrodynamic 507

chromatography. 508
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